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Automatic Detection and Visualization of Qualitative
Hemodynamic Characteristics in Cerebral Aneurysms
Rocco Gasteiger, Dirk J. Lehmann, Roy van Pelt, Gábor Janiga,
Oliver Beuing, Anna Vilanova, Member, IEEE, Holger Theisel, and Bernhard Preim
Abstract—Cerebral aneurysms are a pathological vessel dilatation that bear a high risk of rupture. For the understanding and
evaluation of the risk of rupture, the analysis of hemodynamic information plays an important role. Besides quantitative hemodynamic
information, also qualitative flow characteristics, e.g., the inflow jet and impingement zone are correlated with the risk of rupture.
However, the assessment of these two characteristics is currently based on an interactive visual investigation of the flow field, obtained
by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) or blood flow measurements. We present an automatic and robust detection as well as an
expressive visualization of these characteristics. The detection can be used to support a comparison, e.g., of simulation results
reflecting different treatment options. Our approach utilizes local streamline properties to formalize the inflow jet and impingement
zone. We extract a characteristic seeding curve on the ostium, on which an inflow jet boundary contour is constructed. Based on
this boundary contour we identify the impingement zone. Furthermore, we present several visualization techniques to depict both
characteristics expressively. Thereby, we consider accuracy and robustness of the extracted characteristics, minimal visual clutter and
occlusions. An evaluation with six domain experts confirms that our approach detects both hemodynamic characteristics reasonably.
Index Terms—Cerebral aneurysm, Hemodynamic, Inflow jet, Impingement zone, Visualization, Glyph.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Cerebral aneurysms are pathological and local vessel dilatations which
result from a congenital or evolved weakness of the vessel wall. They
bear a high risk of rupture, with often fatal consequences for the patient. The aneurysm’s geometric size is a measure for the risk of
rupture: larger aneurysms are more likely to rupture than smaller
aneurysms [37]. The majority of all ruptured aneurysms, however,
are small (5-10 mm) and aneurysm morphology alone is not a reliable
indicator to estimate the risk of rupture. The hemodynamics within
the aneurysm play also an important role in aneurysm progression and
rupture [33]. Thus, biomedical engineers and neuroradiologists who
are involved in clinical research, are interested in the analysis of hemodynamic characteristics (obtained by CFD simulation or flow measurement). They focus on assessing the correlations between flow characteristics and the risk of rupture in order to optimize treatment options.
The derived hemodynamic information are characterized by quantitative parameters, such as the wall shear stress (WSS), and qualitatively,
e.g., with respect to the inflow jet and size of the impingement zone.
The inflow jet consists of parallel inflow with high speed compared to
other parts in the aneurysm. The impingement zone is the region on
the aneurysm wall, where the inflow jet is seen to impact the wall for
the first time with high speed.
In recent studies, it has been shown that the occurrence and the
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shape of the inflow jet as well as the impingement zone are associated
with the risk of rupture [5, 6]. A concentrated inflow jet with a small
impingement zone increases the risk of a rupture. The assessment of
qualitative characteristics is currently based on visual inspection only.
Without automation, the reproducibility is low and a comparison, e.g.,
of different treatment options is difficult to conduct. With a reliable
approach it would be possible to assess how a certain treatment influences the inflow jet and the impingement zone and to correlate these
changes with the success of the treatment.
Thus, we focus in this paper on an automatic and robust detection
and visualization of the inflow jet and its impingement zone. In particular, we derive a formal description of the inflow jet by utilizing local
streamline properties and automatically extracting a characteristic inflow jet seeding curve. Based on this seeding curve, we integrate an
inflow jet boundary contour and identify its impingement zone on the
aneurysm wall. Summarizing, the main contributions of this paper are:
• An approach to automatically detect and extract a characteristic seeding curve, on which we construct an inflow jet boundary contour for steady flow datasets. Our approach utilizes local
streamline properties to formalize the inflow jet and impingement zone detection. Based on the extracted inflow jet boundary
contour, our approach localizes the impingement zone.
• Expressive visualization techniques for the inflow jet and the impingement zone along with the relevant anatomical context.
• An evaluation of our approach with six domain experts to
qualitatively compare the automatically and manually extracted
hemodynamic characteristics.
2

R ELATED W ORK

The visual exploration of blood flow data gains importance due to
its essential role in pathological vessel development. Major application areas are the understanding of the cardiovascular system and their
pathological variations. Biomedical researchers primarily employ established flow visualization techniques, like color-coded streamlines,
probe planes, isosurfaces, and glyphs to get insight in the hemodynamic behavior [1, 5, 23]. For a survey of these basic flow visualization techniques, see Post et al. [29]. Subsequently, we discuss general
flow visualization techniques applicable for the exploration of blood
flow and we continue with developments dedicated to the exploration
of cardiac and cerebral blood flow.
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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General Flow Visualization Techniques. Flow visualization research has made rapid advances in the area of topology-based flow visualization methods. The survey articles from Laramee et al. [19, 20]
discussed open issues in the practical application. In contrast to the detection of flow structure by using analytical definitions, Heideberg et
al. [15] proposed an automatic pattern matching approach. They employ a set of idealized flow patterns, such as swirling flow or vortices,
and compute a similarity of these patterns to the underlying vector
field region, e.g., in aerodynamic applications. Other approaches are
based on the identification of clusters, which represent potentially interesting flow regions [12, 18]. These clusters are extracted by characteristic scalar fields, like the bending energy of integral lines, or based
on diffusion models. The resulting clusters can be represented in a
multiscale visualization approach. For the description of flow behavior, Salzbrunn et al. [31] introduced line predicates, which are Boolean
functions that return true if an integration line or a point of that line
fulfills a specific feature. This concept provides a flexible method to
identify a large variety of flow structures. Mattausch et al. [24] presented strategies for interactive exploration of 3D flow by adapting
streamline seeding and visualization. They map flow attributes, such
as speed and pressure, to line attributes, indicating interesting flow regions. Furthermore, they employ depth cues and focus-and-context
methods, such as magic volumes, to enhance depth perception and to
minimize occlusions.
Most of these techniques, however, are not adapted to specific medical diagnosis and research questions. This adaption would include
the extraction of anatomical landmarks to be used for streamline and
pathline seeding as well as in-depth understanding of relevant flow
properties to emphasize the related regions. Due to the complex geometry of vascular structures, complex flow patterns occur and it is
challenging to avoid visual clutter.

ration of the flow behavior, they do not focus on an automatic detection
of such qualitative hemodynamic characteristics. Our approach is inspired by line predicates, which analyze local streamline properties.
Instead of evaluating Boolean functions we employ these properties to
compute scalar fields on which we extract the inflow jet and impingement zone.

Exploration of Cardiac Blood Flow. Due to the large diameter
of the coronary vessels, in-vivo blood flow measurements are feasible [22]. The resulting unsteady flow data are noisy and exhibit various artifacts, e.g., phase wraps. With proper preprocessing [16] they
have a great diagnostic potential. To exploit this potential, Van Pelt
et al. [34, 35] employed illustrative rendering techniques, such as flow
direction highlighting on interactive pathlines, and particles for visualization of measured blood flow data. They combine it with interaction
schemes, such as semi-automatically placed seeding planes, and virtual probes to explore the flow. Born et al. [3] applied a user-defined
line predicate to the analysis of measured cardiac blood flow data. For
example, they enhance vortices and regions with fast flow to investigate pathological vessel morphology and its influence to the flow behavior. Our approach is inspired by line predicates as well.

The analysis of flow data in cerebral aneurysms comprises quantitative flow parameters, such as WSS and speed, and qualitative flow
characteristics. Examples of essential qualitative characteristics are
the inflow jet, its impingement zone, or the grade of vorticity. Due
to the complexity of quantitative and qualitative information, the
analysis involves a visual exploration. Our approach is focussed on the
detection and visualization of two qualitative flow characteristics: the
inflow jet and its impingement zone, since these characteristics play a
prominent role in the understanding of aneurysms. Qualitatively, they
are described as follows [6]:
Inflow Jet: A flow structure that consists of parallel inflow with high
speed compared to other parts in the aneurysm. The jet is evaluated
as concentrated or diffuse, depending on its thickness and penetration
depth into the aneurysm sac.
Impingement Zone: The region on the aneurysm wall, where the
inflow jet is seen to impact the wall for the first time and to change its
direction and/or disperse. The size of that region is either evaluated as
large or small based on the ratio between the area of the impingement
region and the area of the aneurysm.

Exploration of Flow in Cerebral Aneurysms. Neugebauer et
al. [27] introduced a map display for an interactive overview visualization of surface data like WSS in cerebral analysis. They employed
a 2D projection of the surface data along with the 3D aneurysm model,
increasing the ease of use and minimizing mental effort. Gasteiger et
al. [14] proposed an adaptive surface visualization to reduce occlusion and visual clutter when rendering flow and the enclosing vessel
surface. They incorporated illustrative rendering techniques to ensure maximum visibility of the embedded flow visualization, whilst
simultaneously enhancing shape and depth perception of the enclosing surface. Neugebauer et al. [26] presented an anatomy-guided exploration in cerebral aneurysms by using the vessel centerline and derived anatomic landmarks to ease the probe or seed plane placement.
A focus-and-context approach, similar to the methods of Mattausch et
al. [24], was presented by Gasteiger et al. [13] for the investigation of
hemodynamic attributes. They introduced the F LOW L ENS, which is a
2D lens to visualize a focus parameter (e.g., surface pressure) within
the lens and a context parameter outside the lens.
Substantial work has been carried out to analyze and visualize blood
flow using advanced flow visualization, illustrative rendering, map
projections and lens-based interaction. Our primary goal is to detect
and extract the inflow jet and impingement zone in cerebral aneurysm
blood flow. While most of the related works deal with a visual explo-

3

M EDICAL R ESEARCH BACKGROUND

Improvements in medical imaging and an increased number of patient
examinations have led to more incidental findings of unruptured intracranial aneurysms. Every unruptured aneurysm bears the risk of
rupture with an annual rupture rate of 1% to 2%, a mortality rate
in case of rupture of 40% to 50% and a morbidity rate of 10% to
20% [2]. The most common way to treat aneurysms is an endovascular procedure. One or more coils are placed in the aneurysm, often
combined with a stent in the parent vessel to prevent the coils from
dropping out. As a consequence, the turnover time of the blood in the
aneurysm is increased and a thrombosis formation is initiated, which
encapsulates the aneurysm from the blood circulation. The turnover
time is a measure for the blood particle duration in the aneurysm sac
and defined as the aneurysm volume divided by the aneurysmal inflow
rate at the aneurysm neck. Every treatment, however, carries a risk of
complication, especially during coil placement. The decision to treat
an aneurysm has to be balanced against the risk of rupture. In cases
of multiple aneurysms, the question arises which of them should be
treated first [9]. Because prognosis of ruptures is still poor and depends not only on aneurysm morphology, biomedical researchers investigate the hemodynamics in the aneurysm and its influence in terms
of aneurysm initiation, growth, and risk of rupture.
3.1

Characterization of Flow in Cerebral Aneurysms

Recent studies indicate that these two characteristics are associated
with the risk of rupture [2, 6, 8, 25]. A concentrated inflow jet with
a small impingement zone correlates to an increased WSS and bulge
formation on the aneurysm, increasing the risk of a future rupture.
Furthermore, the investigation includes changes of the spatial location
and extent of both characteristics in terms of pre- and post-stenting as
well as changes over time.
3.2

Data Acquisition

Hemodynamic information in cerebral aneurysms is primarily obtained by CFD simulations. Only recently it became possible to measure flow in cerebral arteries with 4D Phase-Contrast MRI (4D PCMRI) modality. However, the cerebral flow measurement is restricted
to rare and expensive 7 Tesla MR scanners that provide the necessary
spatial resolution to represent at least major cerebral arteries. CFD
simulations of the blood flow are based on approximations with many
assumptions that are difficult to verify. However, studies have shown
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Fig. 1. Overview of the extraction approach: Based on the flow grid and the aneurysm ostium we seed streamlines at the ostium into the aneurysm.
We identify several local line properties on the streamlines to compute a quality scalar field on the ostium. Given this scalar field we extract a
seeding curve on the ostium, which is used to construct the boundary contour of the inflow jet. A second scalar field is computed on the aneurysm
surface to indicate the impingement zone. Finally, we visualize both information expressively.

that image-based patient-specific CFD models are capable of reproducing the flow structures observed in vivo during angiographic examinations [7]. Furthermore, simulations enable to study the hemodynamics in different vessel geometries and to assess treatment options.
Thus, we focus on simulated blood flow data and briefly present the
data acquisition pipeline.
Image Data Acquisition: Clinical image data (CTA, MRA, or 3D
rotational angiography) of the aneurysm morphology are acquired.
Common clinical resolutions are up to 512 × 512 × 140 with a voxel
size of 0.35 × 0.35 × 0.9 mm.
Surface Reconstruction: Based on the image data the vessel surface
is reconstructed. This involves a segmentation of the aneurysm and
parts of its parent vessel. Because of the high vessel-to-tissue contrast in the image data, often a simple thresholding segmentation followed by a connected component analysis is sufficient to separate the
aneurysm and its parent vessel from the surrounding tissue. More advanced techniques, such as active shape models and deformable models, can be employed to minimize manual effort in cases of low vessel
contrast in the image data [21]. Based on the segmented mask, the surface mesh of the aneurysm is reconstructed with Marching Cubes and
optimized with respect to mesh quality necessary for the simulation
process [32].
Extraction of Anatomic Landmarks: Neuroradiologists utilize
anatomic landmarks, such as parent vessel centerlines and the ostium
region, to describe aneurysm morphology. The ostium region is the
contour around an aneurysm, which describes its neck. We extract
these landmarks based on the reconstructed vessel surface. In particular, our approach employs the ostium surface, which is the surface
triangulation of ostium contour and separates the aneurysm sac from
its parent vessel. We utilize the approach of Neugebauer et al. [26] to
automatically identify and reconstruct the ostium surface.
Generating Simulated Flow Data: Finally, the optimized vessel surface mesh is used for generating a volume mesh on which the subsequent CFD simulation is performed. The simulation model approximates the blood flow by the 3D Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible Newtonian fluid with rigid walls. Boundary conditions,
such as the inflow profile, were obtained from the literature or flow
measurements [4].
4 R EQUIREMENT A NALYSIS
The localization of the impingement zone is directly related to the position and pathway of the inflow jet. Currently, neither a formal definition of the inflow jet exists nor a corresponding extraction of both
characteristics is known. However, at least an informal description
from Cebral et al. is available [5, 6]. This definition is not precise
enough to enable a reproducible extraction that would be necessary in
particular for comparisons. We subsequently define requirements that
are derived from medical research papers and from discussions with

domain experts:
Formalization: A formalization of the target flow structures, namely
the inflow jet and the impingement zone, is required. The formal characterization should reliably discriminate the target flow structures from
any other structures. Formalization has to be exclusive in terms of a
reliable detection of the inflow jet.
Automatic and Robust Detection: Based on the formalization, an
automatic and robust detection approach is necessary to facilitate a reproducible detection. The approach should be free of parameters and
robust with respect to noise, sampling, and discretization artifacts.
Expressive Visualization: A set of expressive visualization techniques is needed that conveys the location and character of the inflow
jet and the impingement zone. The target structures must not be obscured and should be clearly recognizable. In order to reduce manual
effort, carefully chosen default values should be provided.
5

D ETECTION OF THE I NFLOW J ET AND I MPINGEMENT Z ONE

Our approach (see Fig. 1) to detect the inflow jet and the impingement zone is based on the assumption that the inflow jet is a stream
object, which is bounded by a boundary contour C. This means that
the boundary contour is a stream surface, which can be described by a
closed seeding curve S: C is obtained by applying a numerical stream
surface integration starting from S.
To find the boundary contour C, we have to solve two problems.
Firstly, we have to define conditions for streamlines to be part of C.
Secondly, we have to find a closed seeding curve S for starting the
integration. Note that this problem does not have a unique solution:
there are several seeding curves producing the same stream surface.
To overcome this, we restrict ourselves to seeding curves on the inflow
part of the ostium surface. Figure 2 illustrates the setup.
For the second problem, we collect local properties of a streamline
to be part of the inflow jet. To define them, we use the relation between
inflow jet and impingement zone. In fact, we assume that at a certain
point of a streamline in the inflow jet comes close to the impingement
zone. This means that a streamline of the inflow jet should contain
locations where three properties are simultaneously fulfilled:
A: The point of the streamline should have a locally minimal distance to the aneurysm surface.
B: There should be a rapid change of flow direction.
C: There should be a strong change of flow speed, i.e., a strong
magnitude of the acceleration of the velocity field.
Clearly, in general there is no streamline consisting of a point fulfilling
A-C simultaneously. We have to come up with an approach to search
for streamlines fulfilling A-C as much as possible. Given is a point x0
on the ostium surface. From x0 we integrate the streamline x(t) with
x(0) = x0 . We compute the following characteristic functions of x(t):
• d(t) is the minimum distance of x(t) to the aneurysm surface,
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Fig. 2. Setup for computing the inflow jet: it is bounded by a contour
surface C, which is a stream surface given by a closed seeding curve S.
Different seed curves define the same stream surface. We focus on the
seeding curve S0 on the ostium.

• a(t)=ka(t)k where a(t) =
line,

∂ 2x
∂t 2

is the acceleration of the stream-

kẋ×ak

• c(t) = kẋk3 is the curvature of the streamline where ẋ =
the tangent vector of x, and
• l(t) =

Rt

0k

∂x
∂t

is

ẋ(s)k ds is the arc length of the streamline from x0 .

Technically, the functions d, a, c are computed by precomputing the
3D scalar fields d(y), a(y), c(y) as
• d(y) is the distance of a 3D point y to the aneurysm surface.
• a(y) = kJ(y) v(y)k where v and J are velocity field and Jacobian
at y, respectively, and
• c(y) =

kv×ak
kvk3

is the local streamline curvature at y.

Then, we get d(t) = d(x(t)), a(t) = a(x(t)), and c(t) = c(x(t)). Furthermore, l(t) is computed by using the polygonal approximation of
x(t) resulting from the numerical integration. From the functions
d, a, c we compute the following parameter values:
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Fig. 3. The 4 characteristic functions of a streamline (left), together with
their first extrema, (right) the corresponding points of the streamline.

5.1

Construction of the Inflow Jet Boundary Contour

The construction of the boundary contour is accomplished by numerical integration of the inflow jet seeding curve S0 in forward direction
along the flow. For this, a criterion is required that indicates an appropriate stop of integration. The inflow jet disperses shortly after the
impingement zone, associated with a rapid change of curvature (cf.
Sec. 3). From there, the jet disperses in the rest of the aneurysm blood
flow. Since the first local maximum of the curvature is assumed to
be close to the impingement zone, we employ the second local maximum as stop criterion. This facilitates a sufficient length after the
impingement zone. We formalize this as follows: first, the arc length
lc2 = lx0 ,xc2 (x(t)) along each streamline x(t) of the boundary contour
is measured from the seeding point x0 ∈ S0 to the point xc2 being the
second local maximum tc2 of the curvature c(t), illustrated in Figure 4.
Second, the arc length of each streamline x(t) of the boundary contour is restricted to the median ls of the arc length values lc2 , which
yields the desired stop criteria: ls = median(lc2 ). Finally, the numerical representation of the boundary contour is given by a triangulation
of neighboring streamlines (see Fig. 4). Furthermore, for each contour vertex a pair of (u, v)-texture coordinates is assigned with u and
v increasing around the boundary contour and along the streamline,
respectively.

• td is the smallest positive t where d(t) has a local minimum,
• ta is the smallest positive t where a(t) has a local maximum,

5.2

• tc is the smallest positive t where c(t) has a local maximum.

With regard to the literature, the impingement zone depends on the inflow jet where it is seen to impact the aneurysm wall the first time, and
where it is associated with a change of the flow direction (cf. Sec. 3).
Hence, our approach uses property B again in order to compute a scalar
field f for each point p on the aneurysm surface that indicates the im-

Before computing them, we employ a Gaussian smoothing on the
streamline data values to reduce noise due to resampling artifacts.
Figure 3 (left) gives an illustration. The parameter values d, a, c define the following characteristic points of the streamline: xd = x(td ),
xa = x(ta ), xc = x(tc ). Figure 3 illustrates this.
Now, we can characterize the inflow jet in the following informal
way: The streamline x(t) is part of the inflow jet if the points xd , xa , xc
are close to each other (in arc length distance), and the points xd , xa , xc
are not too far away from the seeding point x0 (in arc length distance).
We formalize this by the following quality function:
q(x0 ) = la,c,d · (|l(ta ) − l(tc )| + |l(tc ) − l(td )| + |l(ta ) − l(td )|),

Indication of the Impingement Zone

(1)

with

1
la,c,d = · (l(ta ) + l(tc ) + l(td )).
3
Computing q on every point of the ostium surface gives a scalar field
on the ostium. Note that isoline q = 0 would give the ideal seeding
curve, but it does not generally exist because no streamline needs to
exist consisting of a point fulfilling A-C at the same position. Thus,
setting a small threshold q = q0 gives the seeding curves S0 for the
boundary contour. Throughout the paper we have chosen q0 = q0.05 ,
with q0.05 as the five percent quantile of all values in q.

Fig. 4. Integration stop criteria: (left) the arc length and curvature functions of a streamline, together with the second maximum of the curvature, (right) the corresponding points of the streamline.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. The visualization styles of the inflow jet boundary surface: (a) color-coded surface shading, which is in (b) enhanced with surface stripes to
convey surface shape. In (c) a second boundary surface indicates a safety margin visualized with Fresnel shading.

6.2

pingement zone, given by:
n

f (p) =

1
∑ ||p − xci || ,
n i=1

(2)

with n being the number of available points xci , i = 1, . . . , n (see
Fig. 4). Formally speaking, the smaller f (p) is, the larger is the probability that the aneurysm surface point p is part of the impingement
zone. In Section 6.3, this scalar field is applied for a comprehensible
impingement zone visualization.
6 V ISUALIZATION OF H EMODYNAMIC C HARACTERISTICS
In this section, we provide several visualization techniques of the inflow jet boundary contour and the impingement zone. Additionally,
the surface of the aneurysm and its parent vessel are illustrated as
anatomical context in order to further support the interpretation of the
presented visualization approaches. Our approach applies a ghosted
view [14] to enhance the enclosing vessel surface while ensuring a
maximum visibility of the embedded visualizations.
6.1 Visualization of the Inflow Jet Boundary Contour
The result of the inflow jet boundary contour construction is a stream
surface based on the seeding curve S0 , given by the quality function
q(x0 ) (cf. Eq. 1) and threshold q0 . Our approach depicts this surface
with standard Phong shading and a color coding of the speed of the underlying blood flow field. A blue-to-red color mapping is used, since
this is a familiar slow-to-fast color scale for physicians (see Fig. 5(a)).
Inspired by illustrative integral surface renderings [17, 35] and hatching, our approach optionally provides surface stripes to enhance the
surface shape and bending behavior of the inflow jet boundary (see
Figure 5(b)). The stripes are procedurally generated in the fragment
shader using the assigned (u, v)-texture coordinates from Section 5.1.
Additionally, we ensure a uniform stripe density in screen space [11].
Since the inflow jet disperses after the impingement zone, the flow
behavior becomes less predictable. To convey this, our technique provides a fade-out effect of the surface after it reaches the impingement
zone. Thus, the start location corresponds to xc1 (property B), and we
convert xc1 to the v-texture space. The opacity is linearly decreased
for each surface point larger than the corresponding v-texture coordinate until it reaches the end of the surface. The fade-out effect can
be seen in Figure 5(b), where it was added to the surface stripes visualization. To avoid misleading interpretations of this sharp boundary contour depiction, we provide a safety margin as second boundary
contour around it. This boundary contour corresponds to q0 = q0.1
with q0.1 as the ten percentile of all values in q. We visualize this
boundary contour with a fuzzy-like surface rendering by modulating
the surface opacity with an approximation of the Fresnel reflection,
depicted in Figure 5(c). The Fresnel opacity o can be expressed by
o = 1 − (|n · e|)r , where n is the surface normal, e is the view vector,
and r is an edge fall-off parameter (r ≥ 0).

Visualization of the Inflow Jet as Glyph

In addition to a solid visualization of the inflow jet boundary contour
our technique provides a more simplified description of it. Inspired
by illustrative flow drawings in anatomical textbooks, we use an arrow glyph to depict the jet. The glyph geometry is view-aligned and
points along the average direction of the inflow jet boundary surface.
Additionally, we use a halo rendering at the glyph borders to higlight
the glyph geometry from its background. The entire glyph is shown
in Figure 6(a) and corresponds to the inflow jet presented in Figure 5.
The glyph geometry itself is based on the geometric centerline generated by averaging the boundary contour streamlines. The resulting line
is depicted with view-aligned quads similar to the illustrative line rendering approach presented in Everts et al. [10]. We optionally provide
the same speed color encoding as for the boundary surface.
6.3

Visualization of the Impingement Zone

For the depiction of the impingement zone we employ the scalar field
on the aneurysm surface computed by the quality function f (p), defined in Eq. 2. A trivial visualization technique would be to highlight
such surface points which consist of the minimum value f (p). Since
only a few points would fulfill this condition, this kind of technique
poorly conveys the spatial extension of the impingement zone. Therfore, we propose two more expressive visualization techniques of the
impingement zone. First, we use an iso-contouring on the scalar field
similar to the extraction of the seeding curve C by chosing a threshold
lower than f = f0.05 . Additionally, we also provide a safety margin
contour line by using f = f0.1 and depict it with a stippling pattern.
Note that fb , b ∈ R is the b percentile of all values of f . The final result can be seen in Figure 6(b), where the contour lines were smoothed
with a spline interpolation to reduce sampling artifacts due to the linear interpolation of the iso-contouring. Furthermore, this sparse representation can be used as an overlay for several hemodynamic surface
attributes like pressure or wall shear stress to support the correlation

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Depiction of the inflow jet by an arrow glyph, (b) contour
rendering of the impingement zone and its safety margin. Within the
contour the quality function is mapped to opacity (yellow).
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

Fig. 7. Depiction of extracted inflow jets and impingement zones for three different datasets. In (a) a visualization of the color-coded inflow jet
boundary contour enclosed by the inflow streamlines is shown. The white arrow points to a known rupture location, which is apart from the
indicated impingement zone (green). The color-coded inflow jet glyph is used in (b) with an impingement zone near to the ostium. A second zone
could occur at the dome point. The correlation between inflow jet (glyph) and impingement zone (green contours) with wall shear stress (WSS)
distribution is shown in (c). The magnitude of WSS is mapped to opacity.

between these attributes and the impingement zone (see Fig. 7(c)).
The second visualization technique for the impingement zone consists of an opacity mapping of the scalar field. We map the maximum scalar value to fully opaque and the scalar value corresponding
to f = f0.1 to fully transparent. We blend a surface color linearly between both values. This is shown in Figure 6(b) with a yellow surface
color. In contrast to the contour rendering, the opacity mapping conveys different levels of closeness to the underlying relevant inflow jet
regions. Note that this can also be accomplished by multiple contour
lines lower than f = f0.05 .
7

A PPLICATION AND E VALUATION

In order to evaluate our approach, we employed five steady flow
datasets (as well as their ostiums and aneurysm surfaces), which were
derived from CFD simulations. The resolution of the flow grids ranges
from 181,000 to 2,308,785 volume elements (tetrahedra and prisms).
On our prototypic system, the preprocessing time of the datasets
ranges from 20 to 120 sec on a mid-class desktop computer (Core 2
Duo 3.16GHz, 8GB RAM, nVidia GeForce 9800 GT), depending on
the resolution of the dataset. The preprocessing includes dataset loading, tracing the inflow streamlines, and computing the scalar fields
d(y), a(y), and c(y). The computation of q(x0 ) and f (p) (recall Eq. 1
and Eq. 2), the extraction of the seeding curve, the construction of the
inflow jet boundary contour and glyph as well as the generation of the
contour lines are accomplished in 7 to 20 seconds for each dataset. The
visualization techniques described in Section 6 and their adjustments
can be performed at interactive rates. The approach is embedded in
the prototyping environment M E V IS L AB and implemented in C++,
supported by OpenGL, GLSL, and the Visualization Toolkit (VTK).
The whole extraction process of the inflow jet and impingement
zone is accomplished automatically. The relevant parameters consist
of the iso-values for extracting the inflow jet boundary contour S on
the ostium (see Sec. 5) and for extracting the impingement zone (see
Sec. 5.2). Since we derive these values statistically from the corresponding scalar fields, no user adjustments are necessary.
In Figure 7, a series of three CFD datasets with their extracted inflow jets and impingement zones are shown. The inflow jet in Figure 7(a) is depicted with the color-coded stream surface visualization
enclosed by the inflow streamlines. The impingement zone and its
safety margin is indicated by the green contour rendering. For this
dataset, a former rupture location is known and highlighted with a
white arrow by a domain expert. An interesting observation is the
difference between the impingement zone and the rupture location.
Even the manually adjusted impingement zones by the domain experts
(see Sec. 7.1) show this difference. The correlation between impingement zone and the potential location of a rupture is still unclear and
needs further investigation. However, the small size of the extracted

impingement contour correlates to the observation of recent studies
that small impingement zones are associated with an increased risk of
rupture (see Sec. 3).
In Figure 7(b) the inflow jet is illustrated by the color-coded glyph
geometry to depict the average direction and speed of the stream surface. The glyph indicates a straight inflow of the jet and a strong curvature at the aneurysm dome with low speed. Our approach indicates the
impingement zone near to the ostium because the first local curvature
maxima of the boundary streamlines are located there. Futhermore,
for this particular location the flow seems to hit the aneurysm surface
with high speed. However, a second impingement zone could occur at
the dome point of the aneurysm where the inflow jet consists of a high
curvature. To support the investigation of the correlation between wall
shear stress (WSS) and impingement zone, the hemodynamic structures are shown in Figure 7(c). The WSS is encoded on the front faces
of the aneurysm with a yellow color map where the WSS magnitude is
mapped to the opacity. The inflow jet is indicated by the glyph visualization and the impingement zone by the green contour rendering. The
visualization shows an increased WSS distribution at the neck of the
aneurysm but not within the impingement zone contour. Thus, the observation of Cebral et al. [5], who stated an increased WSS distribution
at the impingement zone, could not be confirmed for this dataset.
7.1 Evaluation
The evaluation of our approach considers quantitative and qualitative
assessments of five representative datasets (D1 -D5 ). Three biomedical
researchers and three neuroradiolgists participated as domain experts
in the evaluation. Two of the three biomedical researchers are experts
in CFD simulations and strongly involved in blood flow simulation for
cerebral aneurysms. One biomedical researcher is specialized in 4D
PC-MRI blood flow measuring and its evaluation with advanced flow
tools like Ensight. The neuroradiologists treat cerebral aneurysms regularly. Additionally, two of the three physicians are involved in clinical research on the investigation of the risk of rupture or heart diseases
due to pathological blood flow behavior. The evaluation comprises
a robustness analysis of the inflow jet boundary surface extraction, a
qualitative comparison between the automatically and manually extracted inflow jet and impingement zone as well as an informal user
feedback of the employed visualization techniques for both hemodynamic characteristics.
7.1.1 Robustness
The extracted inflow jet boundary surface is based on the boundary
contour determined on the ostium’s surface. Thus, we evaluate the
robustness and sensitivity of the boundary surface extraction w.r.t. a
variation of the boundary contour and the ostium’s surface as seeding structure. In order to measure the robustness, we investigated the
variation of the input: the boundary contour is linearly scaled to its
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Q1: Did you overestimate or underestimate the adjusted inflow jet in
task 1 and task 2?
Q2: Which of the inflow jets do you judge to be more accurate, the automatically or manually extracted one, and why? For this question, the participants were shown their adjusted inflow jet streamline bundle and the automatically extracted inflow jet stream surface for each dataset. Additonally, they could embed the adjusted
cross-section plane and speed isosurface for further hints.
Q3: Did you feel you have been limited by the provided framework to
specify the inflow jet?

Fig. 8. Robustness in terms of the seeding contour variation and the
Hausdorff distances between resulting boundary contours.

double and half size. We measure the Hausdorff distances [28] from
the original inflow jet boundary surface to the inflow jet boundary
surface which is determined subsequently to the mentioned variation.
This has been conducted for the four datasets. The distance results are
shown in Figure 8: A strong sensitivity would lead to rapid and large
jumps within the Hausdorff distances caused by strong differences in
the shape of the resulting inflow jet boundary surfaces. However, the
diagram shows that the distances (approximately) grow linearly with
the considered variation. This behavior corresponds to a low sensitivity and affirms the robustness of the approach.
7.1.2

Qualitative Comparison of the Inflow Jet

Since there is no gold standard for a real inflow jet, we qualitatively
compare the results of our automatic detection approach with the results that are adjusted by the domain experts. As a consequence, exploration methods are required, which enable the experts to interactively
specify an inflow jet. In practice, however, the investigation of the inflow jet is novel and no standard techniques exist to precisely extract
the inflow jet. Thus, we provide a framework that consists of several visual exploration techniques including color-coded streamlines,
cross-section planes, and speed isosurfaces. These techniques are also
choosen by Cebral et al. [5, 6] and seem to be accepted in the domainspecific literature. The participants were asked to perform four tasks
to specify an inflow jet in each dataset and to compare it to the automatically detected one. For each of the following tasks the aneurysm
surface with its ostium was provided and the participants could fully
interact (zoom and rotate) with the 3D scene:
Task 1: Specification of the inflow jet streamlines by filtering the
inflow streamlines according to their color-coded speed. The streamlines are seeded on the ostium in forward direction and the filtering is
performed by adjusting a speed threshold. Each streamline, which has
at least one vertex above the threshold, is removed. For further comparison we extract a concave contour on the ostium’s surface based on
the adjusted inflow jet streamline bundle. This contour is considered
as an approximated boundary contour of the manually adjusted inflow
jet.
Task 2: Specification of a speed isosurface of the inflow jet, which
starts at the ostium and ends up at the thought impingement zone. To
generate the isosurface, participants are able to adjust an isovalue of
the speed and get a visual feedback of the resulting isosurface.
Task 3: Alignment of a cross-section plane, which describes a core
cross-section through the inflow jet. The plane is color-coded with
the probed speed values and can be adjusted by a widget, which has
handles to translate or rotate the plane in arbitrary directions. Additionally, the participants can turn on/off the inflow jet streamlines and
speed isosurfaces they adjusted before to get hints about the spatial
orientation of the jet.
Task 4: Evaluation of the manually specified and automatically extracted inflow jets by answering the following questions after tasks
1-3 were finished:

For the qualitative comparison between the automatically detected
and the manually adjusted inflow jets we compare the following two
results for each dataset: (1) The shape and location of the inflow jet
boundary contours on the ostium resulting from task 1 with the boundary contour C of Section 5, and (2) the location of the cross-section
planes with respect to the inflow jet stream surface of Section 5.1. We
expect for comparison (1) an intersection of the contour C with the
manually extracted contours and for comparison (2) an intersection of
the cross-section planes with the stream surface. The more the intersections are equal in shape and location, the more the automatically
and manually extracted inflow jets are correlated to each other.
In Figure 9, the comparison is shown. The results of the participants and the automatic approach are labeled with different colors. In
the top row of Figure 9 the seeding curves on the ostium are shown,
where several observations can be made. There exists an intersection
between the manually extracted seeding curves, but their individual
sizes vary among the datasets. It follows that there is some significant overlap among the participants in terms of the inflow jet streamline bundle, but also that some of the participants seem to specify the
inflow jet in varying degrees of sharpness. Furthermore, it can be
seen that the automatically extracted seeding curve is embedded in the
intersection of the manually extracted curves in each dataset. Thus,
our approach detects the location of the inflow jet relatively close to
the manually specified inflow jet streamline bundles. For two datasets
(D4 , D5 ) the automatically extracted curve is located at the center of
intersections between the manual curves, which implies a strong correlation between the boundary contour and the core of the adjusted
inflow jet streamline bundles. However, there are some differences in
terms of the shape and location. First, in three datasets (D1 -D3 ) the
seeding curve is located more or less at the edge of the intersection,
which corresponds to a moderate correlation to the manually specified inflow jet streamlines. Second, in almost each dataset the seeding
curve is smaller and more circular compared to the manually extracted
ones, which are more elongated. This implies that our approach underestimates the inflow jet.
The bottom row in Figure 9 shows the comparison between the crosssection planes and the color-coded inflow jet boundary contour. Similar to the manually adjusted inflow jet streamline bundles, the differences of the planes’ locations and alignments vary between the participants. Except for dataset D2 , however, the planes’ intersections seem
to be close to each other, which implies a moderate to strong correlation in terms of the inflow jet core direction. Based on these intersections, it can be seen that the boundary contour in datasets D1 , D4 , and
D5 is also part of the corresponding inflow jet core. For dataset D2 the
boundary contour is close to the intersections and for dataset D3 the
correlation to the inflow jet core seems to be weak.
7.1.3 Qualitative Comparison of the Impingement Zone
The next part of the evaluation consists of a comparison of the automatically extracted impingement zone with the manually indicated
impingement zones by the participants. Since an impingement zone is
based on the underlying inflow jet, there is also no gold standard for
such an aneurysm surface region. Thus, we compare the impingement
zones qualitatively like the inflow jets before. We extended our framework by a surface drawing tool and asked the participants to perform
the following tasks:
Task 5: Specification of the impingement zone by drawing a contour on the aneurysm surface where the inflow jet seems to hit the
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Fig. 9. Qualitative comparison of the inflow jet between the automatically and manually extracted inflow jet: (top) resulting seeding curves on the
ostium, (bottom) cross-section planes related to the extracted boundary contours. Each column represents the same dataset.

surface. For this task, the participants were shown their adjusted and
color-coded inflow jet streamline bundles from Section 7.1.2 enclosed
by the aneuerysm surface visualization. Additionally, they were able
to embed their cross-section planes as a further spatial hint of the inflow jet specification. Initially, a spline contour on the aneurysm surface was shown with four handles. The participants were able to move
the handles on the surface, to insert new handles or to remove them.
During the interaction, the spline contour has been adapted and was
located on the aneurysm surface.
Task 6: Evaluation of the manually specified and automatically extracted impingement zone by answering three questions (Q4-Q6) after
task 5 was finished. The questions Q4 through Q6 were the same as
questions Q1 through Q3 in task 4, but with replacing “inflow jet” by
“impingement zone”.
For the qualitative comparison, we use the extracted impingement
contour of our approach and compare its shape as well as its location
with the manually indicated contours. We expect an intersection of
both contour types. The more the intersections are equal in shape and
location, the more the automatically and manually extracted impingement zone contours are correlated to each other. In Figure 10, the
qualitative comparison is shown where the results of the participants
and the automatic approach are labeled with the same color as for the
inflow jet comparison in Figure 9. In addition to the impingement
zone contours the automatically extracted inflow jet boundary contour
is embedded as spatial hint for its corresponding impingement zone
contour. Similar to the comparison of the inflow jet, several observations can be made. In terms of the intersection between the automatically and manually indicated impingement contours, a moderate to
strong correlation can be seen for three datasets (D2 , D4 , and D5 ). For
the other two datasets, the intersection correlates weak in D1 and is
empty in D3 , respectively. Contour size and shape are similar in three
datasets (D1 , D2 , D5 ), but smaller and more circular in datasets D3
and D4 . However, an interesting observation is the relatively high interpersonal variance in terms of the contour size, shape, and location.
It seems that the participants have different associations between inflow jet and impingement zone, which results in using different visual
information to specify the impingement zone.
7.1.4

Visualization Techniques

Besides the qualitative comparison, the participants were asked to
evaluate the presented visualization techniques described in Section 6.
For all techniques, the participants were able to interact with the scene.
First, we considered the inflow jet surface depiction. All respondents
stated that the visualization of the inflow jet as color-coded stream
surface is comprehensible and that the color scale is reasonable. The
additional safety margin was positively assessed, since it avoids a binary assessment of the inflow jet shape and extent. The stripe overlay

supports the shape perception in general, but its value depends on the
grade of the surface twisting and bending. For a more helical and
bended surface shape, the stripes were assessed expressive as for a
more laminar and even oriented inflow jet surface. Thus, the surface
stripes should be provided optionally. The fade-out effect of the stream
surface after the impingement zone was rated as not necessary, since
the sharp end of the inflow jet surface is assumed to be more reasonable in terms of the jet’s spatial extent. The next part of visualization
evaluation addressed the inflow jet glyph. All participants appreciated
the simplicity of the glyph. One participant suggested to use that description as an overview visualization at the beginning of the inflow
jet investigation. For a more detailed view, however, the boundary
contour was preferred, especially with respect to the shape and spatial
extent of the inflow jet. Notably, one neuroradiologist rated the glyph
depiction as not worthy. In contrast to this, one biomedical expert valued the glyph as helpful to identify the main inflow jet behavior, but
it should be enclosed with the safety margin visualization to get an
impression of the spatial extension.
Finally, we evaluated the visualization of the impingement zone.
All participants appreciated the contour line depiction. One participant suggested to provide an opaque rendering of the contour interior
optionally to indicate the region more prominently. He agreed that this
would lead to an occlusion of the underlying flow information. However, he considered this not as disadvantage if the investigation focus
would be on the impingement zone. The additional safety margin contour was also evaluated positively and should always be provided with
the original impingement zone contour. In terms of the opacity encoding of the scalar field f the participants rated this visualization as
reasonable to identify aneurysm surface regions with different relevances to the impingement zone. Similar to opaque rendering of the
contour interior mentioned above, a participant pointed out the caused
occlusion problem and suggested to try multiple contour lines instead.
7.2

Discussion

The qualitative comparison of the inflow jets and impingement zones
allows us to draw some conclusions that are discussed in the following.
For this discussion, we incorporate both the answers of the participants
for the questions they were asked in task 4 and task 6 as well as their
feedback during the evaluation. First, we address the comparison of
the inflow jet. Although the domain experts stated to have an intuitive understanding of an inflow jet, their manual adjustments show a
significant degree of variation among each other. On one side, they
mostly agreed in adjusting the core of the inflow jet, but on the other
side they defined the extension of the jet differently large. Five out of
six domain experts stated that they probably overestimated the inflow
jet streamline bundles and one expert declared to adjust the streamlines neither overestimated nor underestimated (Q1). Compared to the
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Fig. 10. Qualitative comparison of the impingement zones between the automatically extracted and manually specified regions by the participants.

domain experts our approach underestimated the inflow jet, since the
shape of the underlying seeding curve S0 is always smaller than the
seeding curves derived from the participants. However, the curve S0
is mostly placed in the intersection of all manually extracted seeding
curves, and in three out of five datasets (D1 , D4 , and D5 ) the resulting
inflow jet boundary contour is located close to the manually defined
inflow jet core. This observation was also considered by the participants in terms of judging the accuracy (Q2). They stated that for two
datasets (D4 , D5 ) the automatically extracted inflow jet is more accurate since the boundary contours comprise the inflow jet core more
sharp compared to their specified streamline bundles. Furthermore,
the lengths of the two boundary contours were assessed as sufficiently
long enough after the impingement zone. For one dataset (D1 ), the
resulting boundary contour was rated as at least accurate as the manually specified streamline bundles because of its closeness to the inflow jet core and its reasonable inflow behavior into the aneurysm.
However, for two datasets (D2 , D3 ), the manually adjusted streamline bundles were rated to be more accurate for two reasons: First, the
stream surfaces were apart from the inflow jet core specification and
more located at the edge of the streamline bundles. Second, the resulting boundary contour was assessed as too short and not reaching
the impingement zone indicated by the adjusted streamline bundles. It
seems that our stop criterion for the stream surface was too sensitive
for these datasets (recall Sec. 5.1). Finally, the provided framework to
specify the inflow jet was considered flexible enough in general (Q3).
An interesting feedback was that some participants assessed the crosssection plane as not appropriate in some datasets to locate the inflow
jet core. Due to the complexity of the jet course indicated by the adjusted streamline bundle, only parts of the core could be covered with
the plane. Instead, a more deformable surface was desired. Fortunately, our detection approach might provide such a complex shape of
the inflow jet. The underestimation of the inflow jet is caused by the
quality threshold parameter q0 , which influences the size and shape of
the seeding curve S0 . Since we use a threshold q0 less than the five
percentile of all q as an established statistical measure, the resulting
seeding curves were restricted to a small region of the ostium surface,
which obviously leads to the underestimation. It follows that a less
restrictive quality threshold q is more appropriate as the initial one.
The qualitative comparison of the impingement zone reveals several
insights and conclusions. Four participants stated that they overestimated the impingement zones and two participants underestimated it
(Q4), but all agreed about not being limited by adjusting the impingement zone (Q6). In terms of the accuracy between the automatically
and manually specified impingement contour (Q5) an interesting discussion occurred. During the evaluation, the participants were aware
that they have no clear definition of an impingement zone. Intuitively,
they considered the magnitude of streamline curvature and the colorcoded speed as visual hints to identify the impingement zone, but they
preferred the curvature more. However, for some datasets they were
unsure and would identify two impingement zones (D1 , D3 ): One zone
would be located at the aneurysm wall near to the ostium where the jet
seems to hit the wall with high speed but low curvature. The other zone
would be near the dome point where the curvature is obviously high
but the speed is low, which is unlikely for an impingement behavior.
Based on this expercience and having in mind that the automatically
extracted impingement zone contours rely on the streamline curvature,

the participants rated four datasets (D1 , D2 , D3 , D5 ) at least as good
as their impingement zone. The correlation between contour size and
location with the underlying streamline curvature was reasonable and
appropriate. Dataset D3 could also be meaningful because the automatically detected impingement zone is located at a region where the
decreasing of speed seems to be high. Note: for that case, the first
local curvature maximum correlates also with a high magnitude of acceleration. Thus, it could be worth to integrate the magnitude of acceleration into the impingement zone detection with different weighting. Later, multiple suggestions for the impingement zone could be
provided depending on the weighting between curvature and acceleration.Finally, it seems that for some cases (e.g., D3 ) the first local maximum of the curvature is not sensitive enough to ensure an appropriate
inflow jet length with a subsequent impingement zone indication. It is
reasonable that noise might influence the topology of, e.g., the curvature property (or other line properties) and that is the reason why we
apply a noise smoothing (see Sec. 5). Nevertheless, for strong noise in
the data it might be necessary to apply more sophisticated noise handling strategies, such as persistence-based [36] or scale-space-based
approaches [30], which are directly related to future work.
8

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

Qualitative hemodynamic characteristics like inflow jet and its impingement zone play an important role for the investigation of rupture
risk in cerebral aneurysms. We presented an approach to automatically
extract both characteristics. In contrast to a manual extraction, our
approach is novel in this field of application and yields reproducible
results. Based on the literature and discussions with domain experts,
we derived local streamline properties and used them for a formalization of the extraction process. We provided several visualization
techniques to depict the inflow jet and impingement zone.
The qualitative comparison with six domain experts showed reasonable results for both characteristics. It could be shown that for three
out of five datasets the automatically extracted inflow jet was rated as
more accurate compared to the manually specified one, and that for
four out of five datasets the corresponding impingement zones were
meaningful. However, the evaluation also showed a high interpersonal
variance in the specification of both characteristics. Overall, the domain experts stated that the specification is often subjective and based
on different associations between inflow jet and impingement zone.
This confirms the need for an automatic detection approach to gain reproducibility. For future work, the formalization can be extended with
additional properties, which may improve the detection approach.
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